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0:00 THEME OF SLAYER: KOREAN

0:33 Welcome to the castle super prime time cast~ podcast happenin’ a bit late today! This
week pat forgot to pay the construction mafia.

- 1:38 Apparently pat did pay the construction mafia. For the leak in his house. The good
construction passione mafia

- 2:36 cant do it the way they want to because they cant bring in the heavy duty equipment.
Doin’ it the old fashion way with shovels

- 4:44 pat feels double bad because he cant really offer them many anematies due to covid

- 5:35 so its been a week. Welcome to november. And this construction will continue for a while

- - 5:48 TIME FOR THAT PART OF THE PODCAST AGAAAAAAIN: but what if construction
worker has diarrhea?! Pat says just shit in my yard and cover it with dirt

WEEK OF THE BEAST LORDS

PAT

6:39 construction at 8 am! Paige doesnt have to deal with it because, sadly, she has been in the
hospital. It's been most of pats week. Streams start again wednesday

- 7:40 its been some terrible adventures in hospital land. A story of parking a car and a person
without thinking sticks his head in the car and offers to help. You know, without a mask

- 9:11 Welcome to stupidity being more dangerous than malice. so pat and paige have been
locked in for a loooong time. And suddenly paige coughs which combined with her bad back
makes her spasm and hit a 10 on the pain scale.

- - 12:27 going to the hospital, calling the hospital and getting a spaceman at your door. And
going to the “I dunno” wing. Paige tested double negative for covid, luckily. Her cough is
apparently just a baby cold. But that still puts her in the hospital with a catheter.

- - 15:54 final report: baby cough+herniated disk+biowitch curse= 300% PAIN

16:52 played watchdog legions. Apparently it sucks. But paige is more important. Condolences
to her.



- 18:17 watchdogs is like a parody of a ubisoft game, and woolie mentioned last week of a
person who wanted their name off the credits

- 19:00 feeling how bad it is from the jump, an example with how bad the writing and direction
are.

- 20:18 how is it compared to watchdogs 2…? And pat dislikes the artstyle. And pat questions
why it has to come out before valhalla? And how little this game has been pushed

- 21:56 a bad first impression: its the game pat got with his video card, for free. He can NOT get
it to run at 60fps with it.

- 23:00 woolie hoped for better because legion is an amazing word and a cool demon

23:57 pat took watchdogs legion off the schedule, will be playing visage.

24:30 but what if Paige had a bedman bed?!

WOOLIE

25:37 everything seems to be going alright in the madden household, punchmom’s back pain
was merely temporary

- 26:44 pat gets bamboozled by his pupper. He ate all the cat food

28:00 played phasmophobia. It is in early access and it is SUPER jank. The reason why the
voice detection didnt work for woolie was because it needed cortana and windows 10 to
function. Woolie is still running 8.

- 30:53 the tutorial is also pretty jank and it not telling you some stuff

- 31:57 the actual multiplayer is quite good. And how the in game voice chat works with the
game

34:09 Among us, getting used to the maps so switching, getting real hard to lie, map
preferences, failing the oxygen keypad input

36:25 looking at red&white color palette girl games. Playing helltaker and othercide. Woolie
overestimated what helltaker was. The premise is quite literally “I’m going to hell to get some
sharply dressed demon waifus. PLS DRAW THEM”

- 38:42 it is a really basic puzzle game, the transitions are super immaculate

- 40:16 check out those waifus tho. Careful, they could kill you.



- 40:49 yes pat, its because the waifus are hot and it is what it is. You are ALWAYS thirsty

42:07 a complete opposite from othercide. Pat also played othercide. The final boss seems built
for multiple runs. A real punishing game.

- 43:42 the front loaded missions and drowning in explanation windows

- - 45:21 pat remembers something about amnesia rebirth: you get a tutorial for hiding before
seeing the enemy

- 45:56 woolie’s bug testing knowledge comes up and he finds some fun bugs and text glitches

- 47:00 a game like an evanescence album, there's some edge here. Woolie did enjoy the
game, but dislikes movement and action being tied to the same thing.

- 49:10 very stylish, but bogged down by a lot of superfluous things. Pat with “Maybe I should
go back to X-com….” while woolie wants to go back to darkest dungeon.

50:58 spark the electric jester. Just a fun throwback. Chances are 2 and 3 will be played.

- 51:36 woolie feels the music is really underrated

52:33 woolie watched some anime. Caught up on akudama drive. Pat’s initial impressions from
random clips: animates well, looks cool, but he cant stop laughing at the dialogue because of
the constant use of the word akudama. Equivalent for job, like ninja, pirate, alchemist, etc.
seems to mean criminal. Chances are there will be an explanation later

- 56:59 its not not understanding the term, but just the word itself isn't translated. And
everything revolving around that job

- 59:27 pat is bothered by non-localized text, he doesnt like it because it sounds stupid in
english. Danganronpa’s ‘super highschool level’

- 1:03:40 the flavor of the people behind it comes across real strong. The death game and a
group of people with hidden assholes is the usual, but in this case, everyone is scum except
one

- 1:06:00 FIGHT THOSE COPS

- 1:06:54 the artstyle is super stylish, very bladerunner. Every episode named after a western
movie

- - 1:08:37 pat’s tl note: it means CRIMINAL



- 1:09:16 a post japanese civil war world…?

- 1:09:59 an anime where you dont have to root for anyone, just follow along for the ride. Of
course woolie got in from seeing a dreadlock guy punching a robot

1:11:20 jumping on the guilty gear XX accent core +R rollback beta. The beta was extended!
Apparently mike Z was contact and got kicked off the team

- 1:12:55 it WORKS. A couple of bad matches, but thats 3/30 bad matches with the
recommended offset

- 1:14:43 getting your soul taken: when you shut down their get out of jail free card

- 1:16:50 since the beta is extended, he’ll be looking at it in get into fighting games. Learning to
play baiken, cliff, and peoplethat used to be super busted but now are a bit more balanced.
Woolie can do order sol’s instant kill! …. He did it in the lore video at least!

1:19:43 go check out woolie over on woolieversus on twitch, twitter, and youtube! Mario galaxy
2, infinite warfare, and 13 sentinels! On 13 sentinels, pat on miura and the plot going HARD.

1:23:36 SPONSOR: DOORDASH

1:28:00 SPONSOR 2: BOMBAS

1:30:47 SPONSOR 3: EXPRESS VPN

NEWS

1:34:52 Sony has entered final negotiations to acquire crunchyroll. It is currently owned by AT&T
so...and a reminder that they dont pay their subtitlers enough

- 1:37:31 pat: the best thing about crunchyroll was the horrible subs. Cue an
UNCOMFORTABLE period of silence as the joke hail mary’s woolie’s dreads

- 1:38:55 have you ever watched anime on the funimation website?

- - 1:40:15 remember when something would go on break…? Or remember that time bishop
came into the xmen meeting room and sudden commercial break? Shows designing cuts
around the commercial break.

- 1:41:44 what will it mean for anime? Chances of censorship…? Well, given AT&T did pretty
much nothing… chances are slim. Alos, minutemaid?!



1:43:01 Temtem coming to PS5 early access this december. Pat cant wait for bricked consoles

- 1:44:44 watchdogs legion apparently bricks new consoles, and the dangers of early access

- 1:46:48 maybe an early access port isnt something that is available to everyone? And the
need to have MASSIVE warnings for something like this

- 1:49:00 people WILL be angry if something goes wrong no matter the warning. What’s the
refund policy on poison? Remember the tide pod challenge? Pat’s jigsaw style darwin awards

- - 1:51:16 dont drink anti-freeze

1:53:05 No more heroes 3 trailer, with 1&2 being ported over too. Time to be number 1 in the
universe. Travis’ particular case of loser being special ft. pat’s pets stinkin’ up the place

1:57:27 into the spiderverse outfit for spider-man: miles morales, running at its own framerate
different from the rest of the game.

- 1:58:55 why not an into the spiderverse game…?

- 1:59:48 how long will it be?

2:00:21 the launch window will be pretty ridiculous. Spiderman, bugsnax, and cyberpunk
moved. Why are people upset over this minor delay compared to the other super long delays?
But the real piece of news to be upset about is the devs finding out the delay at the same time
as everyone else. Being just another AAA now

- 2:02:51 the PC gamer interview where he said the crunch “wasnt that bad”

- 2:03:48 fans making threats and this crunch does not a happy work environment make

- 2:04:53 pats take on info he’s heard: they spent too much time in preproduction. And woolie
feels the ambition was too much for what they could accomplish. At least he hopes its a good
video game

- 2:07:08 super bunnyhop brings up a point. Fallout 4 wasnt great, but it was released in 3
months. Its been years for cyberpunk, and theres massive expectations on this

- 2:09:38 from some talk they’ve heard chances are it’ll be good but not the slam dunk that is
expected, and needs way more work

- 2:10:56 on the delay time, seems it was probably a fail for submission



- 2:13:01 pat wants them to go “You know? This could use another 6 months.” And what if it
does a baldur’s gate with early access? And the word of ‘but they made the witcher’ Witcher 1
being a screwed up game for crazy people.

- 2:15:54 woolie gives some advice: dont use that shade of yellow on your posts

2:16:18 The second gameplay trailer for the demon souls remake. Dear god it’s beautiful

- 2:17:36 pat went through the interviews, it seems they tore the old graphics off and put on
new ones with the AI being the same, but there are changes, like healing grass weighing more,
new items, world tendency, a new camera but you can use the old camera. Also
omni-directional rolling

- 2:20:40 PS5 recorded tips to pull up if you need help ft. dog that needs to piss and sleep

2:22:47 That KoF mobile ad… how did Terry Bogard's bike fall over? Also hey, check out your
sister-in-law’s ass! SNK appologizes for smash character Terry Bogard doing some non core
values stuff in that KoF allstars ad.

- 2:29:29 describing the ad in question, and other strange ads.

- 2:33:13 On one hand, shame for SNK, on the other hand, what did you expect? And making a
crazy amount of ads, with none of them

- 2:35;48 the new ass slapping terry is now HERE. gotta dig up all the terrys and HE’LL BE
THERE

- 2:36:45 remember the inputs for consecutive ass slaps

2:37:27 Remerai put up a video on little big adventure 2, and the castle super beast game was
based on this game

2:38:44 Netflix announces pacific rim the black. Sounds like they dont need to fight kaiju, they
just need a robot to escape australia

- 2:40:39 If nothing else is happening, seems like a decent idea. Pat comes up with a scenario
of how it’ll go down, pull out all the australian puns and kaiju: the slap

- 2:44:21 pat loves that australia is a real place

- 2:44:38 no word on if del toro is involved, studio behind beastars is animating. And pat has
heard the beastars manga ended poorly

2:45:54 a yasuke anime for netflix. Woolie yells to the heavens finally.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UtMbg6rLUMM


- 2:47:30 How many badasses in history just havent had their story told enough? And yasuke is
great

- 2:51:30 Hollywood just doesnt want to tell that story man

- 2:52:02 remember the last samurai with tom cruise…?

- 2:53:08 Duhjango

EMAILS

2:53:44 Emails! Send your emails in to castlesuperbeastmail@gmail.com!

2:54:06 have you seen any other examples where they miss the point and go in the opposite
direction?

3:00:53 can you think of any media that is held back by its design hook? Ft. call of duty’s speed
buff knife fights

- 3:08:13 no one but woolie has said titanfall to pat in a year

3:09:53 if you died, pat, would you be fine to let an AI version of you to exist in VR? Ft. the
kardashian corpse necromancy bragging into thanos snap

- 3:18:58 the origin of the streisand effect

- 3:22:55 did you hear about those worms?

3:24:58 If you come up with a prank that involves you faking your death, do you you fake your
death just to see the prank go off?

3:25:56 you can clone elmo as long as you want, but the con is your vtube corpse will be
puppeted by corporations. And how about using old elmo to make a coat and stuff for new
elmo?

3:27:44: END OF PODCAST: Spark the Electric Jester - Sunset Heights




